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PRE-HEARING DISPOSITIONS

DAY: WEDNESDAY
DATE: NOVEMBER 15, 2017
CALENDAR: 2:00 P.M. CHAPTER 11 AND 9 ADVERSARY PROCEEDINGS

Each matter on this calendar will have one of three possible
designations:  No Ruling, Tentative Ruling, or Final Ruling.  These
instructions apply to those designations.

No Ruling:  All parties will need to appear at the hearing unless
otherwise ordered.

Tentative Ruling: If a matter has been designated as a tentative
ruling it will be called. The court may continue the hearing on the
matter, set a briefing schedule or enter other orders appropriate for
efficient and proper resolution of the matter.  The original moving or
objecting party shall give notice of the continued hearing date and
the deadlines. The minutes of the hearing will be the court’s findings
and conclusions.

Final Ruling: Unless otherwise ordered, there will be no hearing on
these matters.  The final disposition of the matter is set forth in
the ruling and it will appear in the minutes.  The final ruling may or
may not finally adjudicate the matter.  If it is finally adjudicated,
the minutes constitute the court’s findings and conclusions.  If the
parties stipulate to continue the hearing on the matter or agree to
resolve the matter in a way inconsistent with the final ruling, then
the court will consider vacating the final ruling only if the moving
party notifies chambers before 4:00 pm at least one business day
before the hearing date:  Department A-Kathy Torres (559)499-5860;
Department B-Jennifer Dauer (559)499-5870.  If a party has grounds to
contest a final ruling because of the court’s error under FRCP 60 (a)
(FRBP 9024) [“a clerical mistake (by the court) or a mistake arising
from (the court’s) oversight or omission”] the party shall notify
chambers (contact information above) and any other party affected by
the final ruling by 4:00 pm one business day before the hearing. 

Orders: Unless the court specifies in the tentative or final ruling
that it will issue an order, the prevailing party shall lodge an order
within 14 days of the final hearing on the matter.



1. 17-11824-A-7 HORISONS UNLIMITED CONTINUED STATUS CONFERENCE RE:
17-1056 NOTICE OF REMOVAL
HORISONS UNLIMITED V. HAAR ET 5-30-17 [1]
AL
CECILY DUMAS/Atty. for pl.

Final Ruling

At the suggestion of the parties, the adversary proceeding is
dismissed without prejudice and the status conference is concluded. 
The court will issue a civil minute order.

http://appsd.caeb.circ9.dcn/ecfcasequery/ECFCaseQuery.aspx?caseNum=17-11824
http://appsd.caeb.circ9.dcn/ecfcasequery/ECFCaseQuery.aspx?caseNum=17-01056
http://img.caeb.circ9.dcn/ECFCaseQuery/ECFCaseQuery.aspx?caseNum=17-01056&rpt=SecDocket&docno=1

